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dual-transformable mesoporous
nanoassemblies for enhanced drug delivery and
tumor penetration†

Liang Chen, a Tiancong Zhao,a Mengyao Zhao,a Wenxing Wang,a Caixia Sun,a

Lu Liu,a Qin Li, b Fan Zhang, a Dongyuan Zhao a and Xiaomin Li *ab

A series of biological barriers in a nanoparticle-formulated drug delivery process inevitably result in the

current low delivery efficiency, limited tumor penetration and insufficient cellular internalization of drugs.

These multiple biological barriers are intimately related to the physicochemical properties of

nanoparticles, especially the contradictory demand on size and surface charge for long blood circulation

(larger and negative) and deep tumor penetration (smaller) as well as efficient cellular internalization

(positive). Herein, we report tumor microenvironment triggered size and charge dual-transformable

nanoassemblies. The nanoassembly is realized by immobilizing positive up/downconverting luminescent

nanoparticles (U/DCNPs) onto large mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) via acid-labile bonds to

form core@satellite structured MSN@U/DCNPs nanoassemblies, and subsequent capping of charge

reversible polymers. At physiological pH, the integrated nanoassemblies with a larger size (�180 nm) and

negative charge can effectively achieve a prolonged blood circulation and high tumor accumulation.

While under an acidic tumor microenvironment, the charge reversal of outer polymers and cleavage of

linkers between MSNs and U/DCNPs can induce disintegration of the nanoassemblies into isolated MSNs

and smaller U/DCNPs, both with a positively charged surface, which thereby potentiate the tumor

penetration and cell uptake of dissociated nanoparticles. Combined with the independent near-infrared

(NIR)-to-visible and NIR-to-NIR luminescence of U/DCNPs and high surface area of MSNs, the

nanoassemblies can implement NIR bioimaging guided chemo- and photodynamic combined therapy

with remarkable antitumor efficiency because of the high accumulation and deep tumor penetration

induced by the dual transformability of the nanoassemblies.
Introduction

The last two decades have witnessed remarkable progress of
sophisticated nanoparticles for the targeted delivery of thera-
nostic agents (drugs, imaging agents, etc.) to solid tumors.1 In
comparison to traditional drugs, nanomedicine holds great
promise for improving treatment efficacy and minimizing
systemic toxicity due to the well-known enhanced permeability
and retention (EPR) effect.2,3 Nanoparticle-formulated drugs
typically go through several stages before reaching the tumor
site, including blood circulation, tumor accumulation and
penetration, cell internalization and intracellular drug release.4
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To achieve effective tumor treatment, theranostic agents must
accumulate and penetrate into the deep tumor tissue efficiently
to access as many cancer cells as possible.5 However, a series of
biological barriers in the delivery process inevitably prevent the
nanocarriers from arriving at the targets,6 resulting in the low
delivery efficiency, limited tumor penetration and insufficient
cellular internalization of nanoagents.7

The physiochemical properties of nanoparticles, including
size, shape, rigidity, charge, surface chemistry etc., have profound
effects on their pharmacokinetics and delivery efficiency.8 Even
though substantial efforts have been devoted to incorporating
multiple functionalities and moieties into various nanocarriers,
many of these strategies fail to adequately address biological
barriers in the delivery system.9 The main reason is that there are
multiple irreconcilable requirements on the physiochemical
properties of the theranostic nanoparticles at different transport
stages.10 For example, a relatively large size (100–200 nm) enables
prolonged blood circulation and tumor accumulation of nano-
particles, whereas the large size hinders their deep penetration
into the tumor parenchyma.11 Contrastingly, small nanoparticles
(<20 nm) can penetrate deeply and homogeneously into the
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 2819–2827 | 2819
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Chemical Science Edge Article
tumor, but they are generally subjected to fast clearance and
inferior tumor accumulation.12 Similarly, the surface charge of
nanocarriers also needs to be balanced to meet variable
requirements in transportation: the negatively charged surface of
nanoparticles can mitigate the immune clearance effect as
compared to positively charged nanoparticles, but the negative
charge impairs cell internalization due to the weakened interac-
tion with the cell membrane.13 To address this dilemma, much
effort has been made to develop size-,14–18 charge-,19,20 or surface
modication-transformable21 delivery systems in response to
a given stimulus, such as pH,22 enzyme,23,24 NIR light,25,26 etc. For
Scheme 1 (A) Schematic illustration of the preparation of core@satellite n
charge dual-transformability for combined chemo- and photodynami
surface and PEGylation for prolonged blood circulation and tumor accum
which further results in size shifting from larger assemblies to smaller se
penetration and improved cell uptake. (B) The working mechanism for th
bonds between PEI modified U/DCNPs and amino-modified MSNs.

2820 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 2819–2827
instance, Ge and co-workers developed an endogenous stimuli-
sensitive multistage polymeric micelleplex drug delivery system
by encapsulating cisplatin conjugated dendrimers into pH-
responsive micelles. The micelles can maintain a large size
(�100 nm) under physiological conditions for better blood
circulation and tumor accumulation, while unloading small-
sized dendrimer prodrugs under acidic conditions for deep
tumor penetration.27 In another study, they reported light-
triggered decomposable micelles that can release chlorin e6/
cypate conjugated dendrimers for tumor penetration and pho-
totherapy.28 Zhao et al. also used a lipid–dendrimer
anoassemblies and the acidic tumor microenvironment triggered size/
c therapy (PDT). The nanoassemblies maintain a negatively charged
ulation. They are disassembled in an acidic tumor microenvironment,

gments, and charge reversal from negative to positive for deep tumor
e charge reversal of PAH–DMMA–PEG and breakage of benzoic-imine

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 1 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of (A) bare
MSNs and (B) theMSN@U/DCNPs nanoassemblies (the inset shows the
high-resolution TEM image of the nanoassemblies, scale bar: 20 nm).
(C) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the prepared
MSN@U/DCNPs nanoassemblies. (D) The nitrogen absorption–
desorption isotherm of MSNs and MSN@U/DCNPs. (E) The up (green)
and down (red) conversion emission spectra of MSN@U/DCNPs
nanoassemblies under excitation of 980 and 808 nm lasers.
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nanoassembly to overcome the conicting requirements in the
delivery process.29 However, most of these studies are focused on
dealing with single contradictory requirements.30 It is urgently
desired for smart nanomedicine with multiple transformable
capability to adapt to the multiple biological barriers in the
delivery system, which may further improve the drug delivery
efficiency.31–33

Herein, we report a core@satellite structured nanoassembly
of mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSN) and up/
downconverting nanoparticles (U/DCNPs) (denoted as
MSN@U/DCNPs), which can undergo remarkable dual-
transformation in size (from 180 to 20 nm) and surface
charge (from negative to positive) in an acidic tumor microen-
vironment, for prolonged blood circulation, high tumor accu-
mulation, and enhanced tumor penetration and cell uptake. As
illustrated in Scheme 1, the core@satellite structured nano-
assembly is constructed by the integration of four segments:
a large amino-functionalized MSN core, small U/DCNPs satel-
lites with a positively charged polyethyleneimine (PEI) surface,
acid-labile linkers between the MSN and U/DCNPs, and an
outermost pH-responsive charge reversible polymer layer of
poly(allylamine)–dimethylmaleic anhydride–polyethylene
glycol (PAH–DMMA–PEG). In blood circulation, the obtained
MSN@U/DCNPs nanoassemblies with an optimized large size
and negatively charged surface are very stable, which is
conducive for prolonged blood circulation and enhanced tumor
accumulation, while in the acidic tumor microenvironment in
the tumor site, the charge reversal of the outermost PAH–

DMMA–PEG from negative to positive can trigger the rapid
detachment of the polymer from the surface of the nano-
assemblies. At the same time, the benzoic-imine bonds between
MSN and U/DCNPs are also cleaved which induces the disin-
tegration of the nanoassemblies. The internalization efficiency
of the dissociated MSNs and U/DCNPs by tumor cells is
enhanced because of the positively charged surface properties.
Furthermore, the detached U/DCNPs with a much smaller size
can efficiently penetrate into the deep tumor tissue. The
transportation and accumulation of the nanoassemblies can be
carefully monitored based on the downconversion uorescence
of the U/DCNPs in the second NIR window (NIR-II, 1000–1700
nm), which has attracted widespread research interest in the
past few years because of its remarkable merits over the
conventional optical imaging in the rst NIR window (NIR-I,
650–900 nm).34 On the other hand, when the MSNs and U/
DCNPs segments were loaded with chemotherapeutic drugs
and photosensitizers respectively, the nanoassemblies can
implement NIR bio-imaging guided combined chemo- and
photodynamic therapy (PDT). Taking advantage of NIR laser
activated therapy35 and the dual transformability of the
prepared nanoassemblies, the drug loaded MSN@U/DCNPs are
expected to realize remarkable antitumor efficiency.

Results and discussion
Fabrication and characterization of the nanoassemblies

The MSNs of the core@satellite structured nanoassemblies
were synthesized by a bi-phase method36 and exhibit a uniform
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
spherical morphology with a diameter of �150 nm (Fig. 1A and
S1†). The core–multishell structured NaGdF4:Yb,Er@NaYF4@-
NaGdF4:Nd@NaYF4 U/DCNPs with a diameter of �20 nm
(Fig. 1B) were fabricated and employed as satellites around
large sized MSNs. In the core–multishell nanostructure of the
as-prepared U/DCNPs (Fig. S2 and S3†), Er3+ doped nano-
particles were constructed as a core for the emission of visible
upconversion luminescence under 980 nm excitation. The
NaGdF4:Nd layer can emit NIR-II downconversion uorescence
under 800 nm excitation.37 To construct the core@satellite
structured nanoassemblies, the amino functionalized MSNs
were rst modied with 4-formylbenzoic acid to form an acid-
labile benzoic-imine group. Then cationic PEI modied U/
DCNPs (Fig. S4 and S5†) were conjugated onto MSNs using
amide groups (Fig. S6†). Finally, the charge reversible polymer
PAH–DMMA–PEG (Fig. S7 and S8†) was capped onto the posi-
tively charged surface by electrostatic interaction.

The resultant MSN@U/DCNPs nanoassemblies display a clear
core@satellite structure with a granular surface fully covered by
U/DCNPs (Fig. 1B and C). Moreover, the nanoassemblies can also
be prepared on smaller MSNs with a diameter of 100 nm
(Fig. S9†). The zeta potential of the nanoassemblies also shows
a negatively charged surface aer capping with PAH–DMMA–PEG
(Fig. S10†). N2 adsorption/desorption measurements demon-
strate that both pureMSNs andMSN@U/DCNPs nanoassemblies
exhibit typical type-IV isotherms with a rapid increase in the
adsorption branch at a relative pressure of 0.5–0.8, clearly indi-
cating the presence of uniform mesopores. The Brunauer–
Emmett–Teller (BET) surface area of the MSN@U/DCNPs nano-
assemblies is calculated to be �490 m2 g�1, which is much lower
than that of the bare MSNs (730 m2 g�1) (Fig. 1D), conrming the
attachment of U/DCNPs and charge reversible PAH–DMMA–PEG
on the surface (Fig. S11 and S12†). Taking advantage of the
independent dual-mode up and down conversion luminescence
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 2819–2827 | 2821
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of the elaborately designed U/DCNPs, the nanoassemblies can
exhibit both visible upconversion emission at 550/665 nm and
NIR downconversion luminescence at 1060 nm under 980 and
808 nm excitations (Fig. 1E), respectively, which is crucial for NIR
bio-imaging38 and NIR triggered PDT.39
Size and charge transformability of the nanoassemblies

The pH-responsive size and charge dual transformability of the
MSN@U/DCNPs nanoassemblies were carefully studied. The
core–satellite structure of nanoassemblies was very stable under
neutral (pH 7.4) physiological conditions (Fig. 2A, S13 and
S14†), while the small U/DCNPs rapidly detached from the
MSNs aer incubation at pH 6.5 (Fig. 2B). Dynamic light scat-
tering (DLS) measurements show that the hydrodynamic
diameter of the nanoassemblies shis from single distribution
at about �250 nm at pH 7.4 to dual distribution at �305 and
�65 nm at pH 6.5 (Fig. 2C and D), indicating the disassembly of
MSN@U/DCNPs in an acidic microenvironment. Not only the
particle size was shied by the dissociation of the nano-
assemblies, the surface charge of the dissociated components
can also be reversed. As shown in Fig. 2E, the negative charge of
the initial nanoassemblies is maintained very well at pH 7.4,
and it gradually shis to positive aer being incubated for
several hours at pH 6.5. The shiing of the size and surface
charge can be attributed to the hydrolysis of b-carboxylic amide
in the outermost coverage of PAH–DMMA–PEG and the fracture
of the benzoic-imine linkage between MSN and U/DCNPs under
acidic conditions,40 which induce the re-exposure of the abun-
dant positively charged amino groups on the U/DCNP and MSN
surface, further resulting in the complete separation of those
segments.
Cellular uptake and tumor penetration of the nanoassemblies

It has been demonstrated that the surface charge of nano-
particles has profound effects on the cell internalization
Fig. 2 TEM images of the MSN@U/DCNPs nanoassemblies after being
incubated at (A) pH 7.4 and (B) 6.5 for 6 h. Size distribution of the
MSN@U/DCNPs nanoassemblies at (C) pH 7.4 and (D) 6.5 determined
by DLS. (E) Zeta potential variation of the MSN@U/DCNPs nano-
assemblies under different pH conditions.

2822 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 2819–2827
efficiency. To inspect the intracellular uptake of MSN@U/
DCNPs at different pH values, murine breast tumor cells (4T1)
were incubated with the nanoassemblies at pH 7.4 and 6.5 for
4 h. The green upconversion emission of U/DCNPs can be used
to evaluate the cellular uptake efficiency. Aer 4 h of incubation,
the confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) images show
that the nanoassemblies can enter the cell under both pH
conditions, but the uptake efficiency is distinctly different. At
pH 6.5, the bright green uorescence inside 4T1 cells is much
stronger than that in the cells incubated at physiological pH 7.4
(Fig. 3A). Furthermore, quantication analysis was performed
by measuring the intracellular Gd concentration with induc-
tively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES).
When the incubation concentration of the nanoassemblies is
200 mg mL�1, the intracellular Gd amount is �0.58 mg mg�1

aer 4 h of incubation at pH 6.5, and can reach as high as�1.17
mg mg�1 when the concentration increases to 400 mg mL�1,
which is about two times higher than that at pH 7.4 (Fig. 3B).
The results clearly demonstrate that the MSN@U/DCNPs
exhibit more efficient cell internalization at pH 6.5 compared
with that at pH 7.4, which can be attributed to the strong
interaction between the negatively charged cell membrane and
positively charged U/DCNPs segments aer dissociation of the
nanoassemblies under acidic conditions. Along with acid trig-
gered charge reversal for improved cellular internalization, the
size of the nanoassemblies also decreases dramatically from
�180 nm of the intact nanoassemblies to �20 nm of the U/
DCNPs segments, which is crucial for tumor penetration.
Multicellular spheroids (MCSs) are versatile three-dimensional
models for studying tumor biology due to their similarity in
morphology and biological microenvironment to solid tumors.
In our study, 4T1 cell derived MCSs were employed as an in vitro
model to evaluate the tumor penetration of MSN@U/DCNPs at
pH 7.4 and 6.5. Aer incubation with the nanoassemblies at pH
7.4 for 6 h, the green uorescence of U/DCNPs appears only at
the supercial layer of MCSs (Fig. 3C). In comparison, the green
uorescence is evenly distributed throughout the MCSs when
incubated at pH 6.5, implying the homogeneous distribution of
U/DCNPs in the whole MCSs under acidic tumor conditions.
The Z-stack scanning CLSM results show that the green uo-
rescence inside the MCSs is clearly observed even at a scanning
depth of 150 mm (Fig. 3D), while at the same depth under pH
7.4, it is very weak (Fig. 3E). The quantitative intensity of line
scanning further conrms that the green uorescence in the
deep region under acidic conditions is as strong as that at the
supercial layer of 4T1 MCSs (Fig. 3F). The results demonstrate
that the deep penetration and uniform distribution of U/DCNPs
in the deep area of MCSs under acidic conditions are because of
the dissociation of the nanoassemblies.

The robust deep tumor penetration and efficient cancer cell
internalization of nanoparticles in an acidic tumor microenvi-
ronment endow the nanoassemblies with a much higher
opportunity to access more cancer cells and increase cell-killing
efficacy. Therefore, combined with the advantages of the high
surface area of the MSN core and unique NIR to visible
upconversion luminescence of U/DCNPs satellites, the chemo-
therapeutic drug (doxorubicin hydrochloride, DOX) and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 3 (A) CLSM images of 4T1 cells treated with MSN@U/DCNPs under different pH conditions. (B) The intracellular Gd amount of 4T1 cells
exposed to different concentrations of MSN@U/DCNPs at pH 6.5 and 7.4. (C) Tumor penetration of MSN@U/DCNPs in 4T1 MCSs at pH 6.5 and
7.4 observed by Z-stack CLSM. (D, E) 2.5D fluorescence and (F) line intensity analysis of the CLSM images at a 90 mm depth.
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photosensitizer (rose bengal, RB) were respectively introduced
into the MSN and U/DCNPs parts of the nanoassemblies
(denoted as DOX–MSN@U/DCNPs and MSN@U/DCNPs–RB).
The in vitro DOX release from MSN@U/DCNPs nanoassemblies
was investigated rst. Because of the attachment of U/DCNPs
and the charge-reversible polymer on the MSN surface, the
mesoporous channels of MSNs are partially blocked,41 which
further results in an as low as 7.9% cumulative DOX release
ratio within the rst 4 h under physiological conditions. In stark
contrast, the drug release at acidic pH is much faster than that
at physiological pH (Fig. S15†). At pH 5.0 and 6.5, the cumula-
tive DOX release ratio reached as high as 40.87% and 26.72%
within the rst 4 h, respectively. The dissociation of MSN@U/
DCNP nanoassemblies under acidic conditions is also ex-
pected to inuence the intracellular DOX delivery efficiency. 4T1
cells were incubated with DOX–MSN@U/DCNPs for 4 h at
different pH values. Obviously, the red uorescence of DOX in
the cells at pH 6.5 is much brighter than that at pH 7.4
(Fig. S16†), implying that more drug molecules are transported
into 4T1 cells under acidic conditions. The improved DOX
concentration in cancer cells is mainly resulted from the posi-
tive surface charge of MSNs aer disintegration of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
nanoassemblies, which could signicantly enhance the inter-
action between the MSNs and negatively charged cell
membrane.42

In vitro therapeutic effect of the nanoassemblies

The absorption band of RB is largely consistent with the
upconversion emission of U/DCNPs (Fig. S17†), ensuring the
NIR-activated photodynamic effect through Förster resonance
energy transfer (FRET) or LRET.43 Since the acid-triggered
disassembly of MSN@U/DCNPs can also improve the internal-
ization of detached positively charged small U/DCNPs as
mentioned above, the intracellular generation of reactive
oxygen species (ROS) is evaluated. 1,3-Diphenylisobenzofuran
(DPBF) was used as a probe to detect the generation of ROS from
the MSN@U/DCNPs–RB nanoassemblies under NIR light irra-
diation. The maximum absorbance (�420 nm) of DPBF is
clearly decreased upon exposure to 980 nm irradiation, and over
60% of DPBF is degraded by the generated ROS aer irradiation
for 0.5 h (Fig. S18†). The intracellular ROS are also detected by
the 2,7-dichlorodihydrouorescein (DCFH-DA) probe at
different pH values. Stronger green uorescence is observed for
the cells treated with NIR-activated PDT at pH 6.5 than that at
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 2819–2827 | 2823
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pH 7.4 (Fig. 4A), which is consistent with the quantitative
analysis results obtained by ow cytometry (Fig. 4B, C and
S19†). Meanwhile, both the control group and the laser irradi-
ation treated group display negligible green uorescence,
demonstrating that the ROS in cancer cells is generated by the
NIR irradiation-activated photosensitizers. Thus, we can
conclude that the disintegration of MSN@U/DCNPs–RB also
improves the intracellular ROS generation ability under NIR
irradiation.

Prior to studying therapeutic efficiency of drug loaded
MSN@U/DCNPs, the cytotoxicity of pure nanoassemblies was
rst studied by using 4T1 cells and mouse macrophage cells
(RAW 264.7). The results manifest that the nanoassemblies
exhibit no obvious cytotoxicity, and over 80% of the cells were
alive even when exposed to a high concentration of 400 mg mL�1

(Fig. 4D and S20†). Additionally, the MSN@U/DCNPs cause no
damage to the cell skeleton of 4T1 and RAW 264.7 cells
(Fig. S21†), implying the excellent biocompatibility of the as-
prepared nanoassemblies. Then, as a proof of concept, 4T1
cells were selected to evaluate the cancer cell killing efficiency of
DOX and RB co-loaded nanoassemblies (denoted as DOX–
MSN@U/DCNPs–RB). In a normal physiological (pH 7.4) and
acidic tumor (pH 6.5) microenvironment, 4T1 cells were
Fig. 4 (A) CLSM images of DCFH-DA stained 4T1 cells after different trea
+ NIR laser at different pH values. (B) Mean fluorescence intensity of 4T1 c
(C) Quantitative analysis of the intensity of the green fluorescence of th
MSN@U/DCNPs at different concentrations for 24 h. (E) Viability of 4T1
corresponding fluorescence images of live–dead stained 4T1 cells after

2824 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 2819–2827
subjected to different treatments with a NIR laser, DOX–
MSN@U/DCNPs, MSN@U/DCNPs–RB + laser and DOX–
MSN@U/DCNPs–RB + laser. The results show that the
combined therapy of PDT and chemotherapy at pH 6.5 exhibits
the highest cancer cell killing efficiency (�78%) among all
groups (Fig. 4E). In comparison, the mortality rate of mere
chemotherapy or PDT is only �49% and �64%, respectively.
Live–dead staining was also carried out to visualize the thera-
peutic efficiency of each group. The red spots that represent
dead cells in the group of combined therapy are apparently
more than those in mere chemotherapy or PDT groups (Fig. 4F).
In addition, it is noticeable that the cancer cell killing efficiency
at pH 6.5 is signicantly higher than that at pH 7.4 in all groups
(Fig. 4E), which can be attributed to the enhanced intracellular
uptake and delivery efficiency of the drug loaded nano-
assemblies due to the acid triggered size and charge dual
transformability.

In vivo pharmacokinetics and therapy of the nanoassemblies

For in vivo assessment, a 4T1 xenograed tumor model was
established on BALB/c mice to investigate the in vivo bio-
distribution and tumor accumulation of the nanoassemblies
based on the Nd3+ dominated down-conversion NIR-II
tments with a NIR laser, MSN@U/DCNPs–RB, and MSN@U/DCNPs–RB
ells treated with MSN@U/DCNPs–RB + NIR laser at different pH values.
e cells by flow cytometry. (D) Viability of 4T1 cells incubated with bare
cells subjected to different treatments at different pH values. (F) The
different treatments at pH 6.5.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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uorescence of the U/DCNPs at 1050 nm under 808 nm excita-
tion. The prepared MSN@U/DCNPs display good colloid
stability in various biological media (Fig. S23†). Aer 2 h of
intravenously injecting �180 nm nanoassemblies with a nega-
tively charged surface, the NIR II uorescence signals at the
tumor site can be easily detected and are much brighter than
that of the free U/DCNPs injection group (Fig. 5A). It is noted
that in order to avoid the interference from the signal of the
non-interested area, a screener with only the tumor area
exposed was used. The strongest NIR-II uorescence signal at
the tumor site is detected at 6 h post-injection, about twice that
of the free U/DCNPs injection group at the same time point
(Fig. 5B). The strong NIR-II signal for the nanoassembly group
can last over 24 h, suggesting the effective tumor retention of
the nanoassemblies. The biological distribution of the nano-
assemblies and free U/DCNPs in different tissues of tumor-
bearing mice was determined by ICP-AES. The results show
that most of the nanoparticles, in both the nanoassemblies and
free U/DCNPs groups, are accumulated in the liver and spleen.
However, the accumulation amount of nanoassemblies in the
liver and spleen is obviously lower than that of the free U/
DCNPs group (Fig. 5C). On the other hand, the retention rate
of nanoassemblies at the tumor site is about 6.94 � 1.26% ID
per g, which is about 1.8 times higher than that of free U/DCNPs
Fig. 5 (A) The NIR fluorescence images of subcutaneous 4T1 tumor-be
DCNPs at predetermined time points. (B) The quantitative analysis of the fl

the main organs and tumor at 24 h post-injection of MSN@U/DCNPs
element in blood after the injection of MSN@U/DCNPs and free U/DCNP
treatments and (F) H&E staining sections of the extracted tumor in differ

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
(3.72 � 0.63%). We consider that the effective tumor retention
of the nanoassemblies mainly results from several aspects: (i)
the negatively charged surface and PEGylation of the nano-
assemblies can ensure prolonged blood circulation (Fig. 5D);44

(ii) the larger initial size of the nanoassemblies enhance their
EPR effect; (iii) the small size of the dissociated U/DCNPs can
promote penetration into deep regions of the tumor triggered
by the acidic microenvironment;45 (iv) the positively charged
surface of the dissociated U/DCNPs induces efficient tumor cell
internalization.46

The in vivo antitumor efficiency was also evaluated by using
4T1 tumor-bearing mice. The tumor growth was effectively
suppressed upon treatment with DOX and RB co-loaded nano-
assemblies under NIR laser irradiation. Owing to the negative
charge and larger size induced high tumor accumulation effi-
ciency, small size can promote deep tumor penetration, positive
charge induces efficient cancer cell internalization as well as
combined chemotherapy and PDT, the therapeutic effect is
signicantly improved compared with other groups (Fig. 5E and
S25†). These results are consistent with that of the hematoxylin
& eosin (H&E) staining analysis (Fig. 5F). No remarkable tissue
damage or any other side effect is observed on the heart, liver,
spleen, lung, kidney, and weight uctuations (Fig. S26 and
S27†), indicating excellent biocompatibility and negligible
aring mice after intravenous injection of MSN@U/DCNPs and free U/
uorescence signal of the images in (A). (C) The bio-distribution of Gd in
and free U/DCNPs. (D) Time-dependent relative contents of the Gd
s. (E) Tumor volume change in the experimented mice under different
ent groups after treatments.

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 2819–2827 | 2825
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toxicity of these smart tumor microenvironment triggered size
and charge dual transformable nanoassemblies.
Conclusions

In summary, we report core@satellite structured MSN@U/
DCNPs nanoassemblies with a negatively charged surface,
which can responsively disintegrate into positively charged
MSNs and small-sized U/DCNPs in an acidic tumor microenvi-
ronment. Due to their optimized relatively large size (�180 nm)
and negatively charged surface, the nanoassemblies can effec-
tively provide a high tumor accumulation efficiency of 6.94%
(�1.8 times higher than that of the control group). Aer size
and charge dual transformation under acidic tumor microen-
vironment, the tumor penetration and intracellular uptake can
be greatly enhanced because of the small size and positively
charged surface of the dissociated segments. Combined with
the unique NIR-to-NIR and NIR-to-UV/vis down/upconversion
luminescence of U/DCNPs satellites and the high surface area
of the MSN core, the nanoassemblies can realize NIR-II imaging
guided chemo- and photo-dynamic combined therapy and
exhibit remarkable antitumor efficiency. The smart delivery and
NIR bioimaging guided combined therapy of these tumor
microenvironment triggered size & charge dual-transformable
nanoassemblies exhibit great potential toward a novel plat-
form for next generation nano-theranostics.
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